
Getting Handsy
Abstract

About 1 in 10 amputees are unable to obtain their prosthetics due to financial difficulty (the
prosthetic foundation, ) . My project is about designing an affordable 3d printed myoelectric
prosthesis for amputees. The project  was originally supposed to be a myoelectric prosthesis
but the company discontinued the sensor and an alternative would take a week to arrive. The
prosthetic now will use buttons to do various gestures or other actions. The hand itself is 3d
printed and I got my inspiration after seeing the absurd cost of prosthetics nowadays.

Intro
I chose to build a prosthetic because i thought it would be fun and challenging, at first i wanted
to make a regular project with plants but then i talked to my cousin about his job where he works
as a medical engineer and how he fixes hospital equipment, after talking to him i decided i want
to do something with engineering and medicine and i decided  that this would be a cool project
to do.

Materials and methods
For my project I used my chromebook to code the arduino, i used an arduino to control the

hand,  i used servos to control the fingers, i used the 3d printer in the engineering classroom to
print out the prosthetic, i used some pen springs to straighten the fingers and some fishing wire

to connect the servo to the fingers.

Prototype
My prototype finger was a single finger joint that I used as a proof of concept. I modified it with a
drill and a dremel to flatten it out and to plan out the way I would make  the fingers contract. (I

had to drill the hinge hole because I forgot to put the hole on the model.)

Results
With the finger joint that I printed out the finger was capable of moving and with fully formed

fingers it would be able to work, when I attached the string it showed the fingers ability to
contract and sent back to its original position. The hand shows a promising ability to pick up

items.

Conclusion
In conclusion, I successfully modeled and designed a prosthetic hand that is capable of doing

tasks such as lifting small objects (E.g. a soda can). The hand prosthetic could be improved in a
couple of different ways such as redesigning the fingers and sourcing a myoelectric sensor.



Resources
Onshape
Arduino
Mr davegon
The engineering rooms 3d printer

Sources
https://www.theprostheticfoundation.org/about/
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